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	Phenomenology of Life - From the Animal Soul to the Human Mind: Book II. The Human Soul in the Creative Transformation of the Mind, 9781402051814 (1402051816), Springer, 2007
The human condition comes into its own only, as we have pointed out before,1 when Imaginatio Creatrix emerges and progressively reaches the realization of its full potential, bringing in the freedom to interrogate and the powers of creative invention.

When we come to stand back and ponder it, we are amazed at how the ontopoietic unfolding in self-individualizing life for so long “tacitly” and obscurely carried our various functional spheres and then how, of a sudden our beingness was extended from the sphere of feelings towards ideas, projects, and community. The radiating wealth of our circumstances became suddenly apparent. Life suddenly resonated with countless voices, shimmered with myriad shades, assumed all manner of shapes. The life that comprises us became something we could envisage. After submersion in the vegetativevital- organic spheres, we surfaced into the glaring light of the spirit. Within the sphere of the spirit, we find at last ourselves free and empowered. In “our” body-flesh-psyche-consciousness we become the focus of cosmic forces, the center of the universe.

For us, “living” means being alive in this realm of empowerment. Here the living individual raises itself above the enactment of the virtualities inherent in its ontopoietic sequence and acquires personal stature as self. This is obviously a new phase in our condition. It is attained with the emergence in our constitutive system of Imaginatio Creatrix. Two major steps follow on that, the genesis of the specifically human mind and of the human person. At this point the great metamorphosis of sense is accomplished and we have, indeed, reason to inquire anew into the continuity in the innumerable steps taken in the ontopoietic unfolding of self-individualizing life, into the continuity that is the condition, the proto-condition, of this progress.
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Selling Spirituality: The Silent Takeover of ReligionRoutledge, 2004
From feng shui to holistic medicine, from aromatherapy candles to yoga weekends, from Christian mystics to New Age gurus, spirituality is big business. There has been an explosion of interest and popular literature on mind, body and spirit and ‘personal development’. We now see the introduction of modes of ‘spirituality’...


		

Markov Networks in Evolutionary Computation (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Markov networks and other probabilistic graphical modes have recently received an upsurge in attention from Evolutionary computation community, particularly in the area of Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs).  EDAs have arisen as one of the most successful experiences in the application of machine learning methods in...


		

Handbook of Research on User Interface Design and Evaluation for Mobile TechnologyInformation Science Publishing, 2008
In recent years, mobile technology has been one of the major growth areas in computing. Designing the user interface for mobile applications, however, is a very complex undertaking which is made even more challenging by the rapid technological developments in mobile hardware. Mobile human-computer interaction, unlike desktop-based interaction, must...




	

Learning Three.js: The JavaScript 3D Library for WebGLPackt Publishing, 2013

	Three.js makes creating 3D computer graphics on a web browser a piece of proverbial cake, and this practical tutorial makes it easier still. All you need to know is basic JavaScript and HTML.


	Overview

	
		Create and animate beautiful 3D graphics directly in the browser using JavaScript without the need to...



		

SFML EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	A fast-paced, practical guide to building functionally enriched 2D games using the core concepts of SFML


	About This Book

	
		Learn to utilize the features of SFML quickly to create interactive games
	
		Realize your game ideas by following practical tutorials based on the essential features of...



		

A Kick in the Attitude: An Energizing Approach to Recharge your Team, Work, and LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	What Jumper Cables are to A Car Battery this Book is to YOUR Attitude


	"Good old fashioned advice on how to have a great attitude, delivered in a pithy andinteresting way."

	—Karen Leland, bestselling author of Watercooler Wisdom: How Smart People Prosper in the Face of Conflict, Pressure and...
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